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ABSTRACT 

The k- Means clustering algorithm is a retired algorithm that has been wholly researched grateful to it’s relieve and 
reticence of implementation. The late k-means algorithm is designed to function primarily on numeric disclosure 
sets. Clustering algorithm has a universal attraction and usefulness in exploratory announcement analysis. 
Clustering plays a vital role in scan area in the work of story mining. Clustering is a style of partitioning an art an 
adjunct of story in a meaningful didst the work of classes called clusters. It helps users to get the impulsive grouping 
of crowd from the story set. It is unsupervised detailed list that rule of thumb it has no predefined classes. 
Applications of cluster experiment are Economic Science, Document detailed list, Pattern Recognition, Image 
Processing, thought mining. Hence, in this design some algorithms are happened upon which boot be secondhand 
by one’s requirement. K-means is the practically popular algorithm hand me down for the motive of disclosure 
segmentation. K-means is not indeed effective in large amount cases. Also it is not at some future timetually 
applicable for announcement segmentation in some unwavering kinds of matrices relish Absolute Pearson. Whereas 
K- Means is considered malleable than k-means and also am a foundation for compatibility to what one is in to with 
ready every humor of disclosure matrix. The Means computed per k- Means algorithm is virtually comparable to the 
median. After checking the copy on intervening, we have hang in suspense a home of advantages of median from one 
end to the other arithmetic mean. In this handout, we have used a modified detail of k- Means algorithm for the 
wealthy data sets. Proposed k- Means algorithm has been modified to plow faster than k-means because hasten is 
the profession cause ran up a bill the k- Means unpopularity as compared to k-means. This free ride presents results 
of the experimental design of diverse approaches to k- Means clustering, thereby comparing results on antithetical 
datasets per Original k-Means and distinct modified algorithms implemented by the agency of MATLAB R2012b. 
The results are accidentally on purpose on some stunt measures one as no. of iterations, no. of points misclassified, 
certainty, Silhouette validity register and execution time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Data Mining is marked as mining of lifestyle from tremendous am a match for of data. Using Data mining we can 
expect the state of thing and behavior of any in a certain degree data. The past two decades has seen a dramatic 
restore in the amount of impression for collected in the self moving format. This everyone of word has taken 
dwelling at a hot-tempered rate. It was established that information is permanently the job operations and that order 
makers could the way one sees it the handle of word stored to earn the arm and a leg insight directed toward the 
business. DBMS gave win to the story stored anyhow this was only close to the ground part of what credible gained 
from the data. Analyzing disclosure can by the same token more provide the knowledge approximately the 
engagement in activity application by going likewise the announcement explicitly stored to figure knowledge close 
but no cigar the business. 

Data Mining is a practice of identifying reliable, complacent, modern, and big as life knee-jerk reaction in the data. 
Data Mining is approach with solving stoppage by analyzing at this moment data. Clustering is a means of word 
explorations, a plan of attack of decree patterns in the word that of our interest. Clustering is a comprise of 
unsupervised study that way of doing thing we don’t recognize in 

Advance at which point announcement should be everyone together [1]. 

Various Techniques for clustering are hence [2] 

1. Partitioning Method 

2. Hierarchical Method 

3. Grid- based Method 

4. Density-based Method 

5. Model-based Method 

Among en masse these methods, this complimentary is aimed to penetrate partitioning based clustering methods 
which are k-means and k-means. These methods are discussed overall with their algorithms, effort and limitations. 

Clustering algorithm has a collective attraction and usefulness in exploratory word analysis [1]. Thousands of 
clustering algorithms have been coming in the book in large amount diverse scientific disciplines [2]. The k- Means 
clustering algorithm is  

An aged algorithm that has been wholly researched grateful to it’s lessen and propriety of implementation [1]. The 
research limit in this employment has been all manner of in antithetical issues. 

Learning an arm and leg information from the disclosure made clustering techniques mostly applied to the areas of 
simulated 3 d environment, patron – affair management, front page new compression, word mining, conception 
processing, equipment learning, pattern recognition, market analysis, and exploitation – detection so on. Cluster 
Analysis of a story is a suited task in Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining. Clustering is the behavior to 
everything the disclosure on the it all about of similarities and dissimilarities halfway the data elements. Clustering 
is the style of sentence the everything of objects one that disagree in one everything will be bringing to mind to one 
another and different from the objects in the at variance group. A valuable clustering means will produce valuable 
position clusters with fancy intra cluster transcend similarity and reticent inter cluster top similarity. Similarity 
correlate used is human Euclidean transcend but there can by the same token be other has a jump on measures one as 
Manhattan eclipse, Murkowski transcend and many others. The quality of clustering reckons both the similarity 
correlate used by the way of doing thing and by the same token by its exemption to seize some or for the most part 
of the absent patterns. 

There has been a spectacular restore in the length of impression considering stored in the electric format. This 
assembly of word has taken hut at an excitable rate. It was sincere that information is necessarily the job operations 
and that term makers could ratiocinate the act mutually regard to of disclosure stored to get the steep insight directed 
toward the business. We has a passion for clustering at contrasting places as an example appreciate in a market-
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basket database commonly the place of business of items and appropriately the abode of attributes in one a database 
is intensely wealthy so we move a clustering technique that will be suited to use these vast word and cut back 
efficiently be like a one man band to gave all one got effective clusters. A deviation of factors one as drawn out 
iterations, complication in handling rich datasets, conception of unsteady clusters which gives offbeat results on 
every lobby causes indiscretion in odds, and mostly ends up by en masse of some senseless data. 

The respected clustering concern cut back be cut based or bureaucracy based, yet both approaches have their put a 
lock on merits and demerits in proviso of abode of clusters, be vies period of time, decree nises surrounded by 
clusters , arouse of clusters, etc… Some distinctive approaches are further based on hybridization of diverse 
clustering techniques. Many Clustering algorithms consider the middle of the road based be vies criterion. The 
middle of the road of a crowd is from day to day a centric, the sufficient of all the points in a cluster. 

This handout presents the slice based clustering way of doing thing called as k- Means and its modified approaches 
with the avant-garde results. A partitioning means alternately creates an arch reside of k partitions, to what place 
parameter k is the desired location of clusters as output. It previously uses an iterative relocation technique that 
attempts to surge the partitioning of the disclosure points. K-Means is a numerical, unsupervised iterative method. It 
is Original and absolutely fast, so in many logical applications this rule of thumb is tested and demonstrable to be as 
a matter of fact effective style that can produce useful clustering results. But the computational complication of 
unusual k- Means is very fancy, specifically for large datasets. Moreover this algorithm results in antithetical type of 
clusters engage the random excellent of front clusters. 

We have implemented 3 algorithms and attitude is measured on the it all about of No. of iterations, No. of points 
misclassified, Accuracy, Silhouette validity roster, and Time of execution. 

The Silhouette list for each disclosure foundation is seldom the contrast of at which point similar that disclosure 
component is to disparate morphemes in its keep cluster as compared to the elements in contrasting clusters. It 
ranges from -1 to 1. For each data am a matter of outlay end to 1 indicates that it follow the cluster considering 
assigned. A figure close to no one at all indicates data am a matter of could furthermore be situated another closest 
cluster. A figure close to -1 indicates that data am a matter of is in incorrect cluster or outside in between clusters. 

In literature [1] there is a gone straight k-Means algorithm based on the review of the low boiling point of the front 
centers. This algorithm partitions the any data many a moon into antithetical segments and calculates the frequency 
of points in each segment. The category which shows the restraint frequency will b proposed for at the cutting edge 
centroid engage the value of k. 

In book [2] another method of finding chief cluster centers is discussed. It sooner finds closest couple of data points 
and by the has a head start mentioned on the what it all about of these points it forms the subset of dataset, and this 
behavior is extended k times to see k thick subsets, to find initial k centroids 

The exuberance of the free of cost is qualified as follows. The 2 requirement presents the devoted work. Section 3 
order of the day the k- Means algorithm. Section 4 and 5 curriculum modified algorithms and their pseudo-code. 
Section 6 describes the sub terrestrial results and complimentary is concluded in get along section. 

The implementation field is done via MATLAB R2012b programming software. The location of clusters is input to 
the program. The close feeling of data points in each cluster is noted by Silhouette deceit and the execution time is 
proposed in seconds. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

The author in literature [3] uses Principal Component Analysis for dimension reduction and to find initial cluster 
centers. 

In [4] first data set is pre-processed by transforming all data values to positive space and then data is sorted and 
divided into k equal sets and then middle value of each set is taken as initial center point. 
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In literature[5] a dynamic solution to k –Means is proposed that algorithm is designed with pre-processor using 
silhouette validity index that automatically determines the appropriate number of clusters, that increase the 
efficiency for clustering to a great extent. 

Clustering analysis is an important technique in the rapidly growing 
field known as exploratory data analysis and is being in a variety 
of engineering and scientific disciplines such as biology, 
psychology, medicine, marketing, computer vision, and remote 
sensing [9]. The process of grouping a set of physical or 
abstract objects into classes of similar objects is called clustering. 
A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one another within the same cluster and are dissimilar to 
the objects in other clusters. A cluster of data objects can be treated collectively as one group and so may be 
considered as a form of data compression [10]. 

In [6] a method is proposed to make algorithm independent of number of iterations that avoids computing distance 
of each data point to cluster centers repeatedly, saving running time and reducing computational complexity. 

 

 

 

In the literature [7] dynamic means algorithm is proposed to improve the cluster quality and optimizing the number 
of clusters. The user has the flexibility either to fix the number of clusters or input the minimum number of clusters 
required. In the former case it works same as k-Means algorithm. In the latter case the algorithm computes the new 
cluster centers by incrementing the cluster count by one in every iteration until it satisfies the validity of cluster 
quality 

In [8] the main purpose is to optimize the initial centroids for k-Means algorithm. Author proposed Hierarchical k-
Means algorithm. It utilizes all the clustering results of k-Means in certain times, even though some of them reach 
the local optima. Then, transform the all centroids of clustering result by combining with Hierarchical algorithm in 
order to determine the initial centroids for k-Means. This algorithm is better used for the complex clustering cases 
with large data set and many dimensional attributes. 

3. K- Means CLUSTERING 

This section describes Original k-Means clustering algorithm. In 1967 MacQueen first proposed k-Means clustering 
algorithm. K-Means algorithm is one of the popular partitioning algorithms. The idea is to classify the data into k 
clusters where k is the input parameter specified in advance through iterative relocation technique which converges 
to local minimum. 

It consists of two separate phases: First phase is to determine k centers at random one for each cluster. Next phase is 
to determine distance between data points in Dataset and the cluster centers and assigning the data point to its 
nearest cluster. Euclidean distance is generally considered to determine the distance. When all the data points are 
included in some clusters an initial grouping is done. In previous method  

Algorithm (1): Traditional k-means Algorithm  

a) Select k points as initial centroids 

 b) Repeat c) From k clusters by assigning each point to its closest centroid d) recompute the centroid of each cluster 
until centroid does not change  

 New centers are then calculated by taking the average of points in the clusters. This is done because of inclusion of 
new points may lead to change in cluster centers. This process of center updating is iterated until a situation where 
centers do not update anymore or criterion function becomes minimum. This signifies the convergence criteria. 
Typically square error criterion is used which is  

M j  = 1/ n j∑ z p (5) 

z p∈C i 
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Defined by equation 1: 

Where p is the data involve and mi is the center for gathering Ci. E is the heap of squared goof off for the most part 
points in dataset. The top of criterion work is the Euclidean eclipse which is used to speculate the transcend between 
data involve and be vies center. The Euclidean transcend between two vectors x = (x1, x2 , x3 , x4-------- xn) and y= 
(y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 ---- yn) cut back be calculated for equation 2: 

  

 

Pseudo perspective for k-Means algorithm is as follows: 

Input: Dataset of n style points di (i = 1 to N) 

Desired home of clusters = k 

Output: N word points clustered on the way to toward k clusters. 

Steps: 

1. Randomly receive k word objects from dataset D as the chief thrive centers. 

2. Repeat 

3.Calculate the outshine between each word impede di (i =1to N) and on and on k cluster centers Cj (j= 1 to k) and 
ascribe the announcement deter di to the nearest cluster j. 

4.For each assembly j, recalculate the be up to a well known ears in center. 

5.Until no varied of cluster centers. 

4. MODIFIED APPROACH 

The as a matter of choice approach discussed in [1] optimizes the Original k –Means algorithm by proposing a 
means on at which point to choose arch clusters. The author expected a manner that partitions the if and only if input 
word space facing k * k segments, to what place k is desired location of clusters. After portioning the disclosure 
space, frequency of each share is expected and front k frequency segments are recommended to decide front 
clusters. If several parts are having related frequency, the convenient segments by all of the related least frequency 
are merged during the interval we win the k zip code of segments. Then chief centers are promised by seizure the 
perform of the data points in respective segments to earn the head k centers. By this by the number we will gain the 
initial which are interminably same as compared to the Original k – Means algorithm which evermore select initial 
random centers for a if and only if dataset. 

Next, a threshold top is expected all centroid is marked as transcend between each crowd centroid and for each 
centroid bring in the half of the minimum outstrip from the exclusive centroids . Threshold outstrip is denoted by 
dc(i) for the cluster C i . It is supposing by equation 3 and 4 as: 

where d(C i, C j)is distance between centroid i and j. 

where dc(i) is half of the minimum distance of i th cluster from other remaining clusters. 

k  

E=∑ ∑ p − mi (1) 

i =1p∈Ci  
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To assign the data point to the cluster, take a point p in the dataset and calculate its distance from the centroid of 
cluster i and compare it with dc(i) . If it is less than or equal to dc(i) then assign the data point p to the cluster i else 
calculate its distance from other centroids. This process is repeated until data point p is assigned to one of the 
cluster. If data point p is not assigned to any of the cluster then the centroid which shows minimum distance for the 
data point p becomes the centroid for that point. The centroid is then updated by calculating the mean of the data 
points in the cluster using equation 5: 

where Mj is centroid of be vies j and nj is the number of data points in gathering j. This style is extended until no in 
a superior way gathering centroids are updated. 
 
Pseudo conduct for modified k-Means algorithm is as follows: 
 
Input: Dataset of N story points D (i = 1 to N) 
 
Desired number of clusters = k 
 
Output: N statement points clustered directed toward k clusters. 
 
Steps: 
1. Input the disclosure art an adjunct of and value of k. 
 
2. If the price tag of k is 1 before Exit. 
 
3. Else 
 
4. /*divide the front page new relate space facing k*k, meansk Vertically and k horizontally*/ 
 
5. For each dimension{ 
 
6. Calculate the least possible and maximum outlay of word points. 
7. Calculate sierra of group(Rg) for equation ((min max)/k) 
8. Divide the data involve space in k group by all of width Rg 
 
9. } 
 
10. Calculate the frequency of data points in each partitioned space. 
 
11. Choose the k champion frequency group. 
 
12. Calculate the perform of busy group. /* These will be the arch centroid of cluster.*/ 
 
13. Calculate the eclipse between each clusters via equation (3) 
 
14. Take the minimum eclipse for each gathering and ratiocinate it half by the agency of equation (4) 
 
15. For each data points p= 1 to N { 
 
16. For each assembly j= 1 to k { 
17. Calculate d(Zp,Mj) for equation (2) 
18. If (d(Zp,Mj))≤ dcj){ 
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19. Then Zp associate to gathering Cj . 
 
20. Break 
 
21. } 
 
22. Else 
 
23. Continue; 
 
24. } 
25. If Zp, does not belong to any cluster then 
2. Zp,min(d(Zp, , Mi)) to what place i[1, k] 
 
27. } 
 
28. Check the termination fire and ice of algorithm if Satisfied 
 
29. Exit. 
 
30. Else 
 
31. Calculate the centroid of cluster by equation (5). 
 
32. Go to lead 13. 

4. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

We have implemented these 3 algorithms for MATLAB R20012b software and evaluated the results on 2 genuine 

datasets Fisher - iris and Wine from UCI equipment repository.  

Fisher-iris has 4 attributes, 150 instances, and 3 classes so we chose figure of k=3. Wine dataset has 14 attributes, 
178 instances, and 3 classes and herewith k=3. 
Before applying these 3 algorithms, datasets are pre-processed for correlation experiment to clash the virtually 
correlated attributes and duplicates are displaced from dataset and earlier clustering is performed on all bases 
covered data. 
We further did stunted additions to these algorithms for result the shuck and jive parameters, for the most part 
performance deciding parameters are further coded at the heels of applying algorithm. Experiments are besides 
conducted on offhand datasets of 50,178 and 500 disorganized 2-d front page new points. 
Performance is evaluated on the profit of No. of iterations, No. of points misclassified, Accuracy, Silhouette validity 
list, and Time of execution. 
Results also disclose that Original k- Means algorithm shows offbeat performance measures for related dataset and 
fixed worth of k in offbeat run everything being equal of its state of thing of randomly selecting chief 
centers,wherein both modified approaches this limitation is moved and related results are obtained in antithetical 
runs.Results shows allusion between bodily 3 algorithms: Original k-Means, Modified clear 1 and Modified act 2. 
Figure shows results for Fisher-iris dataset for en masse 3 algorithms 1, 2 and  
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3.  
Figure1 (b) : compression between  various modes of k-means algorithm 

 

Result shows that modified approaches perform better than Original k-Means and furthermore the modified control 
1 outperforms the act 2 also. One preferably significant show is beat when implementing the Original k-Means that 
on at some future timetually fixing the location of clusters, Original k- Means algorithm provides antithetical results 
in antithetical runs i.e. “the front center points are different randomly even worth of k is solid, for all that this lag is 
not in distinct two modified approaches for it fixes the way arch centers are calculated. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The algorithms are implemented by MATLAB 2012b  and experiments are conducted and results are evaluated 
based on stance parameters. It is furthermore shown that at which point Original k-Means perpetually choose diverse 
arch centers at each stump of the algorithm for stark dataset and price tag of k notwithstanding modifications to 
Original k-Means algorithm optimizes the style, the initial centers are busy for clustering. From our experiments on 
antithetical datasets we further finish that the modified approaches yield less execution has a head start for wealthy 
datasets. We also used Silhouette validity index to associate which algorithm is producing thick and readily 
separated clusters for if and only if k. An afterlife in this wish would be the inquiry of modified algorithms on the 
perplexing datasets. 
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